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Introduction

Proposed Method

Results

Table 1: Experimental performance showing the accuracy and standard deviation for 
the last task (T18).

Discussion

● The new soft thresholding scheme can optimize the model prediction 
of existing CL frameworks.

● The proposed scheme could achieve a steady performance around the 
desired prediction accuracy for supervised-based anomaly detection 
using CT images.

Conclusion

Last Task (T18) Accuracy:

● The soft thresholding algorithm enhanced some baseline IL methods. 
● SI had the overall highest last task accuracy of 99.29% using Resnet18.

Confidence Score:

● EWC(+) and EWC outperformed other methods with C= 98.30%.
● However, EWC(+) had a more stable performance by T5, unlike EWC 

which dropped at task 5 (T5) but recovered afterward.

Future Work

● Analyze the proposed scheme for multiclass or multilabel classification 
tasks and adapt the proposed scheme for reinforcement learning tasks.
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Confidence score = Minimum accuracy of the latest 5 testing accuracies.

A new and dynamic thresholding scheme 
that can be integrated into existing 
continual learning methods to enhance 
model performance.

Algorithm 1: Proposed Soft Thresholding Scheme (left) & Optimal Scan Selection (right)

Fig. 2: Flowchart - soft thresholding (without yellow box) and selective soft 
thresholding (with yellow box) [4].

● IL Framework: ‘Soft Thresholding’ and ‘Selective Soft thresholding’

Differs using Optimal 
scan selection

Fig. 3: Performance comparison using the ResNet18 architecture [4].

Fig. 1: Domain Incremental learning. 
(Adapted from [3]).

Why Incremental Learning (IL)?

● Preserves past knowledge [1]

● Suitable for limited-memory or data 

restriction applications [2].

● Dynamically improves the predictions.

Contribution:

Dataset:

●  CT scan of Nuclear Power Plant tools with defect-free and defective parts.

● data new : New data

● data old  :  All old data

● data op_old : Optimal scan 

selection of old data.

● C : Confidence score

● Cth: 95% Confidence 

threshold.

● Rmax: Maximum number of 

training repeat if C < Cth.
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